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POKÉMON GO!
Catching Pokémon
The first thing in Pokémon go
is that you have to catch
Pokémon and it is really
simple. All you have to do is
tap a Pokémon when it pops
up on your screen. Then you’ll
have to flick or throw the
Pokéball in the game and the
Pokémon will go in if you hit it.

Collecting
Fifth thing is collecting, all
there is to collecting is when
you catch a new Pokémon this
scene will pop up and say
Pokémon entered to Pokédex.

Pokéstops
Third thing is Pokéstops,
Pokéstops are also really
simple all you do is when you
see a small blue thing with a
Pokéball tap on it and spin the
circle in it. It will give you
potions, Pokéballs, etc. Then
when it is purple you will have
to wait about four to five
minutes to spin it again but
don’t worry there everywhere.
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Introductions
This game is going to make you catch em’ all!!
Pokémon Go! Pokémon Go is a SUPER popular game and it is
free. Pokémon Go is a game that makes people go outside and
walk around to catch Pokémon. There can be good Pokémon and
bad Pokémon.There are also other things you can do like collect,
battle, hatch, choose a team and get items. In this article I will
tell you about those topics, how you catch Pokémon how you
battle with them, how you heal them and much more!!
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Healing

Hatching
Sixth thing is Hatching,
Hatching is really simple. All
you need to do is spin a
Pokéstop and get a egg from
one. Then when you have got
one go to your Pokémon and
swipe to the left. It will show
all your eggs. You can only
hold nine. Once you get one
press on the egg. It will be a
2k, 5k or 10k. The k means
kilometers. 2 is the worst 5 is
better and 10 is the best. Yes,
you need to really walk to
hatch eggs. But the bigger
the number the longer you
walk. Once it hatches a scene
will pop up and show you the
egg hatching and then you
will see a Pokémon. You can
not walk two eggs or three or
four eggs at one time. You
need blue egg incubators.
The orange one you keep
forever, but the blue ones
only works for three
times(three egg hatches). You
only get blue egg incubators
from leveling up or you
buying them with Pokécoins.
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Fourth thing is healing, healing is really simple. When your
Pokémon faints it faints and you can’t use it anymore for battling.
All you have to do is you press the Pokéball on the bottom of
your screen( not catching a Pokémon). You’ll have to press the
items category and there will be potions tap the one that is a 3D
diamond then press on the fainted Pokémon it will heal your
Pokémon a bit and if you want to heal all of it press on the purple
or yellow potions.!

Battling
The second thing is battling, battling is a thing where when you
beat a series of battles you will take down a gym, but you can only
be level five or higher. A gym is where you battle. If a gym is a
blue gym that gym is taken by team mystic. If a gym is yellow it is
taken by instinct and if a gym is red it is taken by valor. (I’m on
mystic). Now since you now know your team’s let's get into real
battling. So you can only use six Pokémon to battle a gym. You
can also choose which Pokémon that you want to use. The gym
can also have diﬀerent heights, the gym will be low if there are
not lots of Pokémon in the gym. If the gym is high, there are lots
of Pokémon in the gym. You can also see when you tap the gym.
You can see which Pokémon you battle, if you tap the gym and
swipe to the right you will probably see another Pokémon, if not
that gym only has one Pokémon in it. You also can add Pokémon
in a gym. First you press the gym, second you have to see a gym
sign with a plus sign next to it. Press that button and it will put
you to all your Pokémon. Choose one Pokémon. Then your
Pokémon will be in the gym. Now if you want to battle press the
bottom right. It will bring you to the six of your Pokémon. When
you're done picking press Go! In the bottom right corner, you
will start battling. To battle you will start out with the first
Pokémon in your lineup. If you want to battle you just want to
tap the screen, you can also use a special power. If you want to get
a special power you want to keep on tapping, there will be a bar
two smaller bars three smaller bars or even four smaller bars.
Until one of them is filled up hold down on the screen, the
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Pokémon should use their special power. The Pokémon will faint when it has no hp. If there is only one
Pokémon in that gym you will defeat that gym, there will be two Pokémon and so on. Once you defeat a
gym it will become white. Press the white gym and add your Pokémon. Then that gym will become your
team color. After that you can gain something called defender bonus which allows you to get something
called Pokécoins. Pokécoins you gain from the shop. To get there you simply go to the Pokéball then go
to shop. In the top right corner you will see a shield press on it and you gain 10 Pokécoins. With
Pokécoins you can buy items like Pokéballs and more Pokémon space(maximum is 250)ect.!

!
Now you know a lot about Pokémon Go! Are you ready to catch em’ all?!
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